The Diamond Carbide Wheel
You have purchased probably the best nail grinding wheel available
today that is going to save you money, and the frustrations we all have
with paper wheels breaking apart and smoothing out so quickly you cant
use them any more. Use it on wet or dry nails successfully.
This wheel will fit your Dremel grinder, and fit any other grinder that
takes a 1/8th in shaft on the mandrel.
You received a wheel installed on a
mandrel. Take your mandrel off your
grinder and install this one in its
place. If you got the wheel only, or
replacing this wheel on another
mandrel. Take your wheel off your
mantle, then wipe it off with a rag to
clean it good.
Put a half drop of blade oil on the
end of your finger and wipe it around
your mantle, you just want it to
lightly lube the mantle.
Carefully, without squeezing the
wheel, slide the wheel onto your
mantle. Push down far enough so a
tiny bit of the black mantle is visible
above the wheel. Don’t need much.

The wheel is 150 grit, and has
less vibration and is quieter than
the paper drums. Use on wet and
dry nails or right in the tub, as
water actually helps.

Clean the wheel periodically using
a toothbrush with soap and
water. (NO METAL BRUSH), or
you will ruin it. If you don’t clean
it now and then the dust will build
up and it may stop cutting.
Note: Do not use this wheel for
anything other than nails,
HEAT: If you think the wheel is
getting too hot. Have a can of
computer cleaner (air), turn it
upside down and spray the
wheel. It will ice it immediately.
You can also stop the Dremel and
stick the wheel in a glass of water
to cool or water in the tub. If you
let the wheel get scorching hot it
can melt the mandrel.

